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Disclaimer
Options involve risks and are not suitable for everyone. Individuals should not enter into options transactions 
until they have read and understood the risk disclosure document, Characteristics and Risks of Standardized 
Options, available by visiting OptionsEducation.org or by contacting your broker, any exchange on which 
options are traded, or The Options Clearing Corporation at 125 S. Franklin St., #1200, Chicago, IL 60606.
In order to simplify the calculations used in the examples in these materials, commissions, fees, margin, 
interest and taxes have not been included. These costs will impact the outcome of any stock and options 
transactions and must be considered prior to entering into any transactions. Investors should consult their tax 
advisor about any potential tax consequences.

Any strategies discussed, including examples using actual securities and price data, are strictly for illustrative 
and educational purposes and should not be construed as an endorsement, recommendation, or solicitation 
to buy or sell securities. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.

Copyright © 2021. The Options Clearing Corporation. All rights reserved.
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• FREE unbiased and professional options education
• OptionsEducation.org
• Online courses, podcasts, videos, & webinars
• Contact Investor Education at options@theocc.com

About OIC
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Presentation Outline

• Overview of Vertical Spreads

• Call Credit Spread

• Put Credit Spread

• Iron Condor

• Closing Thoughts
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A Spread Transaction

A spread involves two or more positions:

Buy or sell one option and buy or sell another option: 
• Likely the same underlying
• Likely the same expiration dates
• Likely different strike prices
• Possibly different quantities

• Spreads could also involve a stock position
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Vertical Spreads

Buy one option and sell another option
• Same underlying and expiration
• Different strike prices
• Defined risk/reward characteristics

• Debit Spread (calls & puts)
• You pay premium to initiate the position

• Credit Spread (calls & puts)
• You receive the premium to initiate the position
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Call Credit Spread



Why a Call Credit Spread?

• Investor motivation: 
• Neutral and/or bearish outlook on the underlying
• Defined risk / reward 
• Favorable break-even point
• Profit potential heavily influenced by the amount of credit received

• Risk control
• Defined profit potential
• Defined maximum loss
• Position monitoring is critical
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Call Credit Spread Example

XYZ @ $88.50   28 Days to Expiration

• Sell 1 28-day 90 Call   $ 3.50

• Buy 1 28-day 95 Call   $ 1.80

Net Credit   $ 1.70 

• This investor is short the 90 / 95 call spread

This is a neutral/bearish call spread
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Call Credit Spread Example

XYZ @ $88.50   28 Days to Expiration
Sell the 90 – 95 call credit spread at $1.70 
Maximum Gain:     $1.70
Maximum Risk:      $3.30
Margin:                   $3.30
Break-even:             $91.70

What is this spread worth with XYZ at $88.50 in 21 days?  In 7 days?
Excludes transaction costs
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Call Credit Spread Example

Sell a lower strike call and buy a higher strike call
• Sell 1 90 Call  $3.50
• Buy 1 95 Call  $1.80

Net Credit      $1.70
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959085 100

Max. Profit 
$1.70

Max. Loss 
$3.30

B/E: $91.70



What Happens at Expiration?

Stock is < or = $90?

Sell 1 90 Call  $3.50

Buy 1 95 Call  $1.80

Net Credit  $1.70
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Assignment risk: If stock is very close 
to $90, the uncertainty of assignment 
on the short 90 call results in 
uncertainty of possible stock position 
after expiration.

959085 100



What Happens at Expiration?

Stock is > or = $95?

Sell 1 90 Call  $3.50

Buy 1 95 Call  $1.80

Net Credit  $1.70
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Maximum loss = difference in strikes ($5) 
less premium received ($1.70) = $3.30 
Short call is assigned, long call can be 
exercised to avoid stock position.

959085 100



What Happens at Expiration?

Stock is > $90 and < 95?

Sell 1 90 Call  $3.50

Buy 1 95 Call  $1.80

Net Credit  $1.70
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Short call is assigned = short stock
Margin required
Long call expires out of the 
money/worthless

959085 100



Put Credit Spread



Why a Put Credit Spread?

• Investor motivation: 
• Neutral and/or bullish outlook on the underlying
• Defined risk / reward 
• Favorable break-even point
• Profit potential heavily influenced by the amount of credit received

• Risk control
• Defined profit potential
• Defined maximum loss
• Position monitoring is critical
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Put Credit Spread Example

XYZ @ $88.50   28 Days to Expiration

• Sell 1 28-day 85 Put  $ 2.05

• Buy 1 28-day 80 Put  $ 0.70

Net Credit  $ 1.35 

• This investor is short the 85 / 80 put spread

This is a neutral/bullish put spread
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Put Credit Spread Example

XYZ @ $88.50   28 Days to Expiration
Sell the 85 – 80 put credit spread at $1.35 
Maximum Gain:     $1.35
Maximum Risk:      $3.65
Margin:                   $3.65
Break-even:             $83.65

What is this spread worth with XYZ at $88.50 in 21 days?  In 7 days?
Excludes transaction costs
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Put Credit Spread Example

Sell a higher strike put and buy a lower strike put
• Sell 1 85 Put  $2.05
• Buy 1 80 Put  $0.70

Net Credit  $1.35
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858075 90

Max. Profit 
$1.35

Max. Loss 
$3.65

B/E: $83.65



What Happens at Expiration?

Stock > or = $85?

Sell 1 85 Put  $2.05

Buy 1 80 Put  $0.70

Net Credit  $1.35
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Assignment risk: If stock is very close to 
$85, the uncertainty of assignment on the 
short 85 put results in uncertainty of 
possible stock position after expiration.

858075 90



What Happens at Expiration?

Stock < or = $80?

Sell 1 85 Put  $2.05

Buy 1 80 Put  $0.70

Net Credit  $1.35
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Maximum loss = difference in strikes ($5) 
less premium received ($1.35) = $3.65. 
Short put is assigned, long put can be 
exercised to avoid stock position.

858075 90



What Happens at Expiration?

Stock > $80 and < $85?

Sell 1 85 Put  $2.05

Buy 1 80 Put $0.70

Net Credit  $1.35
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Stock price between strikes at expiration:
Short put is assigned = long stock
Long put expires out of the 
money/worthless

858075 90



Iron Condor



The Iron Condor

There are some investors who believe that a stock is range bound –
they are neutral on the stock and hope to benefit if there is not much 
price movement.

This is where a strategy known as the

Iron Condor could be utilized.
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What is an Iron Condor?

An Iron Condor is:
• The sale of a call credit spread

and
• The sale of a put credit spread

The same underlying, the same expiration month, 
both spreads employing out-of-the-money options
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Iron Condor Example

XYZ @ $88.50   28 Days to Expiration

Expected price range: $85 to $90

Sell the 90 – 95 call credit spread at $1.70 
Sell the 85 – 80 put credit spread at $1.35 

Net Credit  $3.05 

• This is a typical Iron Condor
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Iron Condor Example

XYZ @ $88.50. Sell the 85-80 put credit spread and the 90-95 call 
credit spread at $3.05 

Maximum Gain:     $3.05

Maximum Risk:      $1.95

Margin:                   $1.95

Break-even:             $93.05 and/or $81.95

Excludes transaction costs
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Iron Condor P & L

Sell the 90-95 call credit spread and

the 85-80 put credit spread for a net credit of $3.05 
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80

$81.95
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$93.05

90 95

-1.95

+ 3.05
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www.OptionsEducation.org

Investor Education: options@theocc.com

OIC YouTube Channel

LIKE us on Facebook 

Follow us on Twitter @Options_Edu!

For More Information
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